
A PET I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE

I love dogs, bunnies. I like cats too but can't really connect with them. With dogs there are no full moments. I've seen
mine come and hug when I.

They have the best disposition are are so loving. You need to think long and hard about what you both want
and I'm sure you will come to an agreement. A good home deserves a good pet. The third reason is it could
breathe fire. Jellyfish are technically invertebrates. Not many people have heard of them but they're really
small and cute. This is why I want a wolf for a pet. Sometimes I will need to call someone to kill the snake if
need be. Would my ex allow my kids to care for it at his house? I would also love a camel. It would be
awesome to have. It would dammage the blinds on the widows when she left. That dog kills cjickens and
ducks. A Puppymonkeybaby is a mixture of three breeds, a puppy, a monkey, and a baby. What about you? I
just hope to have a good breed of dog, gentle to the heart and do not easily attack anyone. I love dolphins so
much! If you want it as a pet you have to be gentle with it, also you have to feed it if you want it to be your
pet. At some zoos in Canada, and the USA there are pandas. Sanders If I could have any animal as a pet it
would be a Golden Retriever. If I had a unicorn it would be so much fun. Perhaps you'd like a leaping lemur, a
wild wombat or a gentle giraffe. Keep looking, you'll find just the right dog, that you both will love. If it
would be possible I would love to own a dolphin - that would be the best!!! Some of these pets have been a
life saver; they have helped many people out of difficult situation, mostly safety against unknown attack or
health predicaments. She never jumped and was as sweet as pie. The reason why I find the jellyfish so
interesting is that they do not have a heart! As long as your husband understands that if he insists on a lab, he
can have a lab as long as he cares for the lab. It is therefore imperative to take them out of the house several
times a day and accustomed to certain times even abide by, and usually dogs that are raised in the house like
going out to the park or the street, although her return to spend their need abroad you will find it
Tgerk-to-door or bark at him in order to tell you that it needs out the need to spend. The sight of cat is
considered as a bad omen. It could give you running lessons Webb If I could have any pet I would get a pet
horse. For dogs, you have to show her that you are the leader even listen to what she says and carry out your
orders and is easily learn and respond, especially if they are still small in a lifetime. Webb If I could have any
animal as a pet it would be a wolf. I like huskies because they are fun, cool, fluffy, and really easy to get along
with also they love to play in the snow. I really like owls because they are very beautiful. That is what animal I
would want. Webb If I could have any pet it would be a tiger. The idea of buying a cat might not be very
helpful because of the tradition of the place I live. Sanders My favorite pet is a parrot. They are also dogs must
be given the necessary vaccines and to get a well-cooked food and also be cleaned well. A panda is the pet I
would chose. So that got us thinking.


